
Dear Reader,  
 
 
It is extraordinary and incredibly exciting that you are holding my second novel, Hidden. For 
ten years, I trained the police forces and military units on the psychology of life-threatening 
incidents, and writing novels seemed so very far away from this moment. 
 
As a 23-year-old woman in a very male-dominated world, my job was to stand in front of the 
toughest people you will ever meet and teach how psychology would aid their jobs; to help 
officers to register what they were seeing as they faced enormous danger, to interpret their 
own thoughts and responses in a way that made sense to them. But it was also about teaching 
them to appreciate how the world looked to the perpetrator. Because if you can understand 
the way another person is seeing the world, then you have a shot at predicting what they will 
do next.  
 
For me, writing and psychology are not that dissimilar. When a character comes face to face 
with an event that is so shocking that it will change the shape of their life to come, it is almost 
certain that it will not affect them alone. Sometimes the crime is the pebble that starts the 
ripple; sometimes it is the resulting wave that hits the shore. We all respond in a myriad of 
ways to the stresses that life throws at us, and for some of us those responses have tragic 
consequences. In Hidden, the crime comes from one stress too many and a reaction that 
causes death and destruction. 
 
People often ask me if I base my crimes on events that I have experienced, and the truth is 
that I neither could nor would. I have been told many stories over the years and each one of 
them has cost that person something to tell. They do not deserve to have those confessions 
twisted into fodder for my imagination.  
 
That said, the lives of my characters are necessarily built from my own experiences. In 
Hidden, one of the stories we follow is that of Aden, a police firearms officer. In my former 
career, my main area of focus was firearms incidents. I have fired a gun on more than one 
occasion, I have played in the mud with firearms teams as they went about their tactical 
exercises, and I have been a VIP receiving protection from armed bodyguards (for training 
purposes only – I was only moderately important). All these experiences inform the way I 
write and, I hope, allow me to bring a sense of reality to the lives of my characters.  
 
Hidden is a story incredibly close to my heart and I very much hope that you enjoy reading it 
as much as I enjoyed writing it. 
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